
Whether you work with metals, light elements, or nanoparticles—from macro to atomic 
scales—Talos gives you insight into structure and composition for a complete 
understanding of material properties.

 · Fast EDS Mapping: Obtain 2D maps in minutes and 3D EDS maps in hours, not days
 · Fast navigation and imaging: Highest throughput, highest resolution uncorrected  
S/TEM images—even for beam sensitive and challenging materials

 · Space to do more: FEI TEMs have the space to accommodate additional in situ holders 
for dynamic imaging, diffraction, and tomography applications

Fast 2D & 3D Imaging and Chemical 
Analysis with Talos TEM

Explore. Discover. Resolve.

Watch the movie at FEI.com/DiscoverTalos
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AC-STEMAberration Corrected Scanning
Transmission Electron Microscopy

next generation of imaging tools capable of providing information at the Angstrom scale 

The improvement in resolution and 
sensitivity that AC-STEM provides is 
universally applicable for investigations 
of nanometer scale materials.

We specialize in studies involving:
 ultrathin films
 nanoparticles
 complex interfaces
 multiphase materials
 interlayer mixing
 grain boundary engineering
 surface phenomena

We look forward to tackling your toughest materials problems!

Contact us today at microscopy@eag.com to learn more about our 
full suite of Materials Characterization techniques. Other microscopy 
tools available: SEM, EDS, Dual Beam, EBSD, EELS and more... www.eag.com/mc

HD-2700 Cs-Corrected STEM
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Microscopy
Innovation 
Awards

Volume 22       Number 4       2014 July

www.microscopy-today.com

Congratulations to the winners of the 
2014 Microscopy Today Innovation Awards:

Entry deadline: March 15, 2015
Application forms at www.microscopy-today.com

  Abberior Instruments 
  AppFive
  Applied Nanostructures
   Asylum Research, an Oxford 
Instruments company

  CoolLED
  FEI
  Leica Microsystems
   Max Planck Institute for 
Biophysical Chemistry

  NanoMEGAS
  Stanford University
   University of Missouri 
  Yale University
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New to the Advances in Microscopy and Microanalysis book series!

www.cambridge.org/us

800.872.7423

Scanning Electron 
Microscopy for the 
Life Sciences
Heide Schatten
University of Missouri, Columbia

US$120.00: Hb: 978-0-521-19599-7: 312 pp

Recent developments in scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) have resulted in a wealth 
of new applications for cell and molecular 
biology, as well as related biological 
disciplines. It is now possible to analyze macro molecular complexes 
within their three-dimensional cellular microenvironment in near 
native states at high resolution, and to identify specifi c molecu les and 
their structural and molecular interactions. New approach es include 
cryo-SEM applications and environmental SEM (ESEM), staining 
techniques and processing ap plications combining embedding and 
resin-extraction for imaging with high resolution SEM, and advances 
in immuno-labeling.  With chapters written by experts, this guide gives 
an overview of SEM and sample processing for SEM, and highlights 
several advances in cell and molecular biology that greatly benefi ted 
from using conventional, cryo, immuno, and high-resolution SEM.

About the series
The Press currently publishes the Microscopy and Microanalysis (MAM) 
journal in conjunction with the MSA, which reaches 4,000 microscopists 
and is affi liated with 12 international microscopy societies. The series 
would be a natural development from this journal, and will take a 
broad view of the discipline, covering topics from instrumentation to 
imaging, methodology and analysis across physical science, materials 
science, biology and medicine. Books commissioned for the series will 
range from advanced undergraduate textbooks through to research 
and practitioner oriented monographs for researchers. The series 
aims to produce a coherent source of material, encouraging the 
communication and exchange of ideas across these divergent fi elds, 
ensuring that the series appeals to a broad community in the physical 
and life sciences.

Forthcoming titles in this series:

Microscopic Nanocharacterization of Materials 
by Michael Isaacson

Energy Filtered Electron Microscopy and Electron Spectroscopy 
by Richard Leapman

Dynamic Transmission Electron Microscopy 
by Nigel Browning, Thomas LaGrange, Bryan Reed, 
Henning Stahlberg, Bradley Siwick

TED PELLA, INC.
 Microscopy Products for Science and Industry

www.tedpella.com     sales@tedpella.com     800.237.3526

PELCO BioWave®  Pro

Application kits for paraffin processing, 
decalcification, confocal, light and 
electron microscopy available.

 Rapid specimen turnaround

 Low temperature environment

 Programmable processing

 Consistent quality results

Fast, Low Temperature 
Microwave Tissue Processing
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Absolutely the most advanced electron 
microscope cleaner on the market...”

“

Patented, ultra-high-efficiency 
downstream plasma cleaner

After GV10X cleaning

Before cleaning

10X Faster Hydrocarbon Removal
Exclusive 5 mTorr plasma and >20W power generates greater O0 density with longer 
mfp — giving GV10X significantly higher ashing efficiency than competitive cleaners.

Removes hydrocarbons in-situ from SEMs, FIBs, TEMs and 
other analytical tools — and pre-cleans samples ex-situ

The World’s  Most Advanced
EM Cleaning

Much Gentler Cleaning
Gently oxidizes hydrocarbons into molecules that are pumped free of the chamber. 
No specimen damage from energetic species, sputtering or heat. 

Faster Start, Total Control
Universal software works on any EM — no system integration needed. Start using 
GV10X in two minutes. Easy-to-use GUI gives operator full control of all functions. 

Uninterrupted Specimen Analysis
Want to clean a specimen during analysis? It’s easy. Takes just 5 minutes for GV10X 
to cycle On/Clean/Off — not an hour!

Total-
Control 
Graphical
User
Interface

Affordable TEM camera 
systems for research, 
education, healthcare, 
and industry since 2001

Scientific Instruments and Applications
2773 Heath Lane • Duluth, GA 30096
(770) 232 7785  •  www.sia-cam.com

1 TO 50 MEGAPIXELS live and slow scan
MAGNIFICATION FACTOR OF 1 on bottom mounted cameras
DIFFRACTION BEAM STOP on side mounted camerasSIA
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5-in-1 fantasy: Giralope.

5-on-1 reality: Bruker‘s range 
of analytical tools for SEM.

EDS, EBSD, WDS, Micro-XRF and Micro-CT – Bruker is the world‘s only manufacturer
to offer five analysis methods for SEM. Plus, our new ESPRIT 2.0 software not only 
controls our QUANTAX EDS and QUANTAX EBSD but also, via its functional interface, 
our innovative new XSense WD spectrometer and XTrace micro-spot X-ray source. 
And because we know what you expect of us, we are already thinking about our next 
innovation. Someone has to be first.

  www.bruker-5on1.com 

Nano-Analysis
Innovation with Integrity
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See More. Clearly.

Avoid second guessing the details of your images. At nearly two times the resolution, 
upgrading any FV1000 or FV1200 confocal system with the new Olympus Super Resolution 

See more. Discover more. 

Your Science Matters

For further information, please visit: YourScienceMatters.com

Sample: Trachea multi-ciliated epithelial cells (Culture) 
Images courtesy of Graduate School of Frontier Biosciences 

OLYMPUS SCIENTIFIC SOLUTIONS AMERICAS 
Life Science, 48 Woerd Avenue, Waltham, MA 02453, 800-446-5967                                                                                   Life Science
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TEAM™

WDS

TEAM™

EBSD

TEAM™

EDS

TEAM™

TRIDENT

Power your next insight with EDAX. 
edax.com/smart

Seamless integration  
for smart results.
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There is always more to see. And when you’re 
working with electron microscopy, the closer you 
can get to your sample, the more of its secrets it 
will reveal.

Let’s get closer             gatan.com
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Proven performance — unmatched raw data.  

The highest resolution commercially-available 

Atomic Resolution TEM in the world. 

• 63 picometer point-to-point resolution guaranteed

• 80-300 kV cold FEG

• Large solid angle SDD for atomic level chemistry

• Available with or without Cs correctors for TEM  
 and STEM

• All-JEOL column optics and software

• Ultimate stability

• Renowned service and support

ARM200F

ARM200F/
CF

EG

JE M-ARM200F

www.jeolusa.com 
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